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         ROUTE OF THE FOUNTAINS

         AGUARALES DE VALDEMILAZ

ROUTE OF THE RAVINES

LA RALLA DE LA NEGRA

ROUTE OF LAS LEZAS

POZO PÍGALO

FAYAR DE GOZAPAÑO

ROUTE OF LOS PECEROS

THE BEST KEPT 
SECRETS  OF 
OUR TRAILS

asphalt surface 0 km (0%) unpaved road 2.1 km (21%) path section 7.7 km (79%)

distance 10 km elevation 735 m difficulty Low-medium

TECHNICAL DETAILS
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Download info: www.prepyr365.com / www.comarcacincovillas.es

08 ROUTE OF LOS PECEROS

Legend says... that the people 
of Longás depended on livestock 
and the forest to live, and that they 

jealously kept the secret of how to extract 
black gold from pine known as «pez» (tar). 
The people in Longás are called «peceros» 
(tar makers) and you can still learn today how 
they produced black gold.

You can also visit 
the Ethnographic 

Museum to 
discover more 

secrets of Longás.
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In the past, rivers were used 
as roads to carry materials 
and the almadías were big 
rafts made of long pine logs 
tied together. They were 
driven down the river during 
the flood season and later 
sold as wood. 

After leaving Plana de Lucientes 
behind, the trial descends and 
penetrates into the woods. There 
are two rock walls. The one to our 
left is Peña Ronquillo, and opposite 
is Peña Margarita. Both are used by 
big birds of prey and scavenger birds 
as their homes, so it is easy to spot 
vultures on the ledges.

1 Almadía

You have reached this mountain 
pass through the old path that 
connected Longás and the 
abandoned village of Lucientes. 
Did you know Lucientes was the 
second surname of the famous 
Aragonese painter Francisco de 
Goya? Was he in any way related to 
this abandoned village? 

Collado de la Plana 
de Lucientes

2

In Plana de Lucientes, when you 
reach the main track there is a rocky 
promontory to your right. On that rock, 
there used to be a defence tower to 
watch for enemies aiming to attack the 
village of Lucientes at its feet.

3 Torre de San Marzal

Birds in the rocks 4

Paco and Solano are not two locals from 
Longás. It is the contrast you can find 
in this mountain pass. You have passed 
an area of pines and boxes, which are 
born on the shady side of the mountain, 
usually the north side, which is called 
«paco» in Aragonese. However, if you 
keep walking down the trail, you will see 
how the pines and boxes are replaced by 
trees that produce acorns: holm oaks. 
These trees usually grow on the sunny or 
south side of mountains, also known as 
«solano» in Aragonese.

5 Paco y Solano
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After descending through the 
woods, we have crossed a grassy 
area covered with water known 
by the name of «paúl». There are 
many villages and places in Aragon 
with names such as «Paúles» or 
«Laspaúles». These were places 
where water would emanate or 
stagnate. The one you just crossed 
was used by the people of Longás to 
plant flax, a beautiful purple plant that 
was used to make fabric for clothes.

We have reached the triple signpost after 
descending along the same trail that climbs 
up to the peak and the Santo Domingo chapel 
(1,524 m or 5000 ft). Did you realize the water 
in the ravine has a whitish colour as if it 
had milk? That is because the ravine passes 
through an area with gypsum, which is white 
and dissolves into the water.

Reaching Longás there is a 
huge pool and a little further 
down a construction in ruins. It 
was an old mill or hydroelectric 
power station that used the 
strength of the water coming 
down the pool to move the 
mill and produce electricity. It 
was built in the 1950s, but was 
soon abandoned because the 
power lines arrived, delivering 
electricity to every house in 
Longás.

A light factory

7

10 The tar factory

Before walking through the village streets, 
you should visit the tar kiln. It is where 
tar was produced; a substance that was 
extracted from pine resin and heated in 
ovens, as the one you can visit, for hours 
and days. The result is a viscous liquid that 
was used to waterproof. For example, it 
was used in wine barrels and the famous 
bota wine bags. 

A mysterious water

This crossing is another mysterious place 
in the area, where legend says that there 
was an old mill and that when cross you 
can see nuns crossing the river. Don’t be 
scared though, we have crossed it several 
times and never seen a single nun.

8 Paso de las Arrogatas

9

La Paúl

ATTENTION!
In the next intersection down 
the trail to the right there is 
an easy but steep section 

where you have to climb down.  
Children should be supervised.
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